Calling applications for the Israel-Asia Leaders Fellowship

Deadline: July 10, 2019

Unique leadership training & professional networking opportunity for Asian and Israeli students and young professionals living in Israel over the 2019-20 academic year.

The part-time program provides participants with the skills, know-how, tools, support network and high-level professional connections in Israeli innovation, technology, government, business and media to build high-level partnerships between Israel and Asia in their chosen field - making their year in the 'Start-Up Nation' truly remarkable.

Participants on the Israel-Asia Leaders Fellowship will:

- Meet with business and government leaders in the Israel-Asia arena
- Acquire valuable leadership and business skills
- Receive mentorship from industry leaders
- Develop an extensive high-level contacts network
- Tap into and build partnerships with one of the world’s leading and most exciting hubs of innovation and technology

Currently, 75% of our fellowship alumni are directly engaged in shaping Israel-Asia relations in their professional fields.

You can read testimonials from our past fellows and how it helped them.

For more details about the program (including eligibility, goals and answers to frequently asked questions): http://israelasiacenter.org/leadership/israel-asia-leaders-fellowship/

To apply: http://israelasiacenter.org/apply-now/
SEEKING THE FUTURE LEADERS OF ISRAEL-ASIA RELATIONS

Are you an Asian or Israeli student or young professional living in Israel over 2019-20?

Are you passionate about building Israel-Asia relations?

APPLY NOW FOR THE 2019-20 ISRAEL-ASIA LEADERS FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

Gain the high-level contacts, practical skills and know-how to propel your career to the next level & shape the future of Israel-Asia relations

For more info, visit www.israelasiacenter.org or e-mail contact@israelasiacenter.org

Israel-Asia Center
Building the future leaders of Israel-Asia relations